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A
pril snow has not deterred
area gardeners from think-
ing thoughts of spring.

Truckloads of new merchandise
and plants are beginning to arrive
and customers are checking out
new decorative items as well as
plants.

Garden experts are full of

advice and observations about
how people buy. There’s the care-
ful planner, who has a definite
concept in mind and maybe a
sketch or two, in quest of partic-
ular plants and decorations. And
there’s the experimenter, who
likes to choose from things in the
stores, and see how it all works
out.

Whether you work best by
experimentation or by following
a plan, both approaches are

equally valid, experts say.
Jeanine Rubert, of Pine Hill Vil-

lage Gardens, with locations in
both Traverse City and Kewadin,
agrees. 

“The more people garden, the
more adventurous they become,”
she said. “They begin to look for
unusual things. Mistakes are eas-
ily fixed. If you don’t like some-
thing, you can always move it.”

Rubert has noticed that theme
gardens, built around a central
idea, are becoming more popular
every year. In the past, she said,
some people might choose to start
English cottage gardens, or herb
gardens. While these are still
well-liked, recently her customers
have become more ambitious,
building gardens around an Asian
concept, or concentrating on a
particular type of plant, as in a
conifer garden.

She has observed a trend
toward peaceful, relaxed Japan-
ese theme gardens. For something
new, Pine Hill Village Gardens
has imported stone lanterns,
reflecting balls with a Japanese
theme, and fountains “which are
very important to a Japanese gar-
den.” 

A country garden with an infor-
mal, rustic look is easily achieved
with willow edging and suitable
pottery pieces. For more formal
gardens, she recommends classic
pottery pieces and statuaries.

Some buyers choose to concen-
trate on a color, or a group of
warm or cool colors. Hand-blown

glass gazing balls can be chosen
to enhance the colors of plants
and flowers. Available in swirls
of color in blue, green, yellow or
red, there are no two alike,
Rubert observed, because they
are handmade. 

“The colors are all subtly dif-
ferent,” she said.

For gift items, Rubert said,
many people choose basic things,

such as tools and gloves. Gazing
balls and bird feeders are also
frequently chosen. Another gift
suggestion is to buy the commit-
ted gardener things they would
not buy for themselves, such as
an exceptionally good set of prun-
ing shears. The American Horti-
cultural Society Encyclopedia of
Gardening, priced at about $60
and which contains “everything

for gardening,” according to
Rubert, would be a great choice
for a special occasion, such as
Mothers Day.

Customers tend to be experi-
menters, said Liz Wildman, man-
ager of Leapin’ Lizard in Traverse
City. They do not shop to any spe-
cific plan, but tend to buy what
they see and like, “although if
they have a pond, for example,
they might want to buy a specif-
ic piece to go with it,” she
explained.

She expects hand blown glass
gazing balls to be very popular
this year because they can be
used to enhance a large or small
garden area. 

“You don’t have to have a huge
space to install a fountain,
either,” Wildman said, as she car-
ries fountains from 1’ to 18” in
diameter. 

Popular outdoor decorative
touches include iron art objects
and a selection of statues, with
cherubs being a favorite subject.
Fanciful Flights garden stakes
also have an angel motif. Copper
garden torches are a frequent
choice for lighting up lawns, she
has found.

Wildman considered putting a
chiminea, often used on patios for
warmth and decorative effect, in
her own garden at home, but
rejected the idea in favor of
installing an iron fire pit that she
now has in stock. Chimineas are
heavy to move, she pointed out,
and tend to crack, like anything
in clay, in the cold. For her home,
she believes, an iron fire pit is a
better solution. 

“It’s more lightweight than a
chiminea, and it’s more function-
al, because you can grill on it,”
she said. Iron fire pits are made
in California and designed to look
like the ones ranch hands once
used, with cut-out designs along
the sides. “It’s a real grabber,
both ornamental and useful,” she
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Accessories can give accent to gardens
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At Pine Hill Village Gardens, a sun “wiggler” offers movement to any garden with a summer
breeze.
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A hand-blown gazing ball, made in Poland, is a decorative
alternative to the reflective gazing ball.
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A cement statue also couples
as a bird feeder at Pine Hill
Village Gardens in Traverse
City.


